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A STUDY OF REAL JET EFFECTS ON THE SURFACE
PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION INDUCED BY
A JET IN A CROSSFLOW
by
Stanley C. Perkins, Jr. and Michael R. Mendenhall
SUMMARY
Results of a study of jet exit profile, exit Mach number,
swirl and turbulence level on jet-induced loadings for jets
exhausting from a surface into a crossflow are presented.
The importance of each of these "real jet" characteristics
teas been assessed using available data. Where adequate
surface pressure Sistribution data are available, a correlation
method to predict surface pressure for a jet exhausting from
an infinite flat plate has been used either to attempt to
develop a correlation based on the real jet characteristic
or to model the effects of that characteristic. Data compari-
sons are presented for selected eases. Also, a summary of
information on surface pressure distribution data for jets
exhausting from flat plates into a subsonic crossflow is
presented.
INTRODUCTION
A considerable amount of research over the past several
years has been devoted to understanding the interaction of a
jet exhausting from a plane surface into a crossflowing stream.
This flow problem is .applicable to V/STOL configurations which
utilize turbofan or lift-fan engines mounted in the wing, pod,
Y
	 or fuselage. The interaction of the jet and the free stream,
which occurs during transition from hovering to horizontal
3^4
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flight, can result in undesirable aerodynamic loading
characteristics influencing lift and stability. Numerous
experimental investigations of jets exhausting from a flat plate
into an uniform crossflow (refs. 1-13) have been made to study
the basic flow problem. In most of these investigations, jets
with uniform initial velocity profile are used and the jet
velocity ratio (ratio of At exit velocity to free-stream
velocity) is considered the dominant flow parameter for
determining jet-induced effects on the surface pressure
distribution on the plate.
Jets from turbofan and lift-fan engines and vectored thrust
nozzles, utilized by full-scale V/STOL configurations, exhibit
nonuniform exit velocity profiles, wide variations in turbu-
lence level, and swirl. These characteristics influence the
Bath of the jet, its entrainment and spreading rate, and the
subsequent decay of the jet centerline velocity and dynamic
pressure. These real jet characteristics influence the surface
pressure distribution in the region of the jet, thereby
influencing the overall loads on the airframe surface. Scale
effects, which are normally related in aerodynamic flow
phenomena to Reynolds number, can also be considered as "real
jet" effects. Such effects may be important when extrapolating
results from experimental to full-scale configurations.
This report presents the results of a study of real jet
effects on jet-induced loauings for jets exhausting from a
surface into a crossflow. An assessment of the importance of
jet exit profile, jet exit Mach number, swirl, and turbulence
level effects on the jet-lift interaction problem is carried out
using available data. For cases in which adequate surface
pressure data are available, an empirical method developed by
Nielsen Engineering & Research, Inc. (refs. 14 and 15) is used
in an attempt to develop a correlation based on the real jet
2
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characteristics. This method consists of an inviscid analytical
jet model and empirically -derived factors to account for viscous
effects. These factors, obtained from a correlation of the
difference between predicted surface pressures and measured
results, are presented as a function of jet velocity ratio and
position on the plate and are defined as follows:
MCP	Cp I	 Cpl
experimental	 potential
For cases in which surface pressure data showing the
effects of a particular real jet characteristic are not
available, other data are used to infer effects of that
characteristic. Finally, recommendations are given for an
experimental program to provide data required for further
understanding of real jet effects on the induced pressures
on adjacent surfaces.
s
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SYMBOLS
A
3
jet exit area,
	 r.r2
Aplate total area of circular flat plate used to determineforces and moments
Cm pitching-moment coefficient, pitchinl4moment
see figure 1(b)	 qa max plate
C N normal-force coefficient, normal force , 	 see
fiaure 1(b)	 q.A plate
C 
pressure coefficient, p - pw/qa
D jet diameter at the exit plane
Deff jet equivalent idealized diameter
L lift on circular flat plate or streamwise length of
flat plate
f distance from leading edge of plate to center of jet
M	 pitching moment on circular flat plate
M j ,MJ	 Mach number of jet at the exit plane
M	 free-stream Mach number
P	 static pressure
q j	 jet dynamic pressure at exit plane, 1pjVj
qs	 local maximum centerline dynamic pressure of the jet
qm	free-stream dynamic pressure, 
I 
pm
R	 jet velocity ratio, see equation (1)
Re 	 Reynolds number based
plane, pmVmD/um
Ree	 Reynolds number based
of plate to center of
r	 radial distance along
the jet to any field
on jet diameter at the exit
on distance from leading edge
jet, p.V„e/u„
the plate from the center of
point on the plate
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SYMBOLS (Continued)
rmax	
radius of the circular plage (used in normal force
and pitching moment calculations), see figure 1(b)
ro	jet radius at the exit plane
s	 curve length of the jet axis
T	 jet thrust
T j	jet temperature at the exit plane
TW	free-stream temperature
t	 local jet radius
u'/Vj turbulence intensity of the jet
V 
jet velocity at the exit plane
Vm local maximum centerline velocity of the jet
VW constant free-stream velocity
W width of flat plate
x,y,z plate coordinate system fixed at the center of the
jet exit plane, positive x is upstream
x	 ,y	 ,zj	 j	 i
jet coordinate system fixed at center of the jet
 exit plane, positive x 	 is downstream
B polar angle, measured clockwise from the positive
x-axis in the plate x-y plane, see figure 1(a)
curve length of the jet axis multiplied by the
potential core length of a free jet divided by the
potential core length of the jet at jet velocity
ratio R
d j initial inclination angle of jet centerline,
measured from the positive x-axis in the x-z plane,
6  - 90 0 - e; see figure 1(a)
e initial inclination angle of jet centerline,
measured from the positive z• axis in the x*-z•
issu^ng	 freeplane, e - 0 0 for a jet	 normal to t9e
stream, see figure 1(a)
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SYMBOLS (Concluded)
bl	 boundary-layer thickness
absolute viscosity of free stream
^ j	 jet density at exit plane
free-stream density
V - V
jet centerline velocity decay rate, m	 aV. - V
Subscripts
j	 jet quantity
m,max	 maximum value
C1	 free-stream quantity
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APPROACH
A sketch of an expanding jet of initial velocity V j and
initial inclination angle 6 emerging from an infinite plate
into a subsonic crossflow of velocity V m is shown in
figure 1 ( a). The overall effect of the jet on the plate is
to produce a region of pobitive pressures upstream of the jet
and a region of negative pressures laterally and downstream
of the jet. In most experimental investigations ( refs. 1-9),
the dominant flow parameter influencing the surface pressure
distribution on the plate is considered to be jet velocity
ratio, R, defined below:
f
1/2
pjV^dA
P- ODA
This ratio reduces to a velocity ratio (V j /V ,,), a Mach number
ratio ( M j /M,, ) or the square root of a dynamic pressure ratio
( q) depending on the particular experimental flow
parameters
As a part of the present investigation, a literature
search was carried out for references containing surface
pressures and additional data for jets exhausting into a
crossf .low. References of interest were studied to determine
the range and type of data available. A summary of informa-
tion on available surface pressure distribution data is
tpresented in Appendix A. The additional data, some of which
(1)
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is for jets without adjacent surfaces, include measurements
of jet potential core length, trajectories, temperature, and
spreading rate. These data can be used to infer effects of
a given parameter on the surface pressure distribution. The
main parameters of interest are jet velocity ratio, jet
exit and free-stream Mach numbers, het turbulence level,
exit velocity profiles and swirl. Data are available Zor
examining jet exit Mach number and exit velocity profile
effects on surface pressure distributions. Surface pressure
data are not available for jets with swirl; however, data
showing effects of swirl on other jet quantities, such as
jet centerline decay, are available. Also, jet turbulence
data are not presented in any of the references with surface
pressure data; however, information on jet potential core
length and/or centerline decay rates can be indicative of
iet turbulence level.
In the following sections, an assessment of the importance
of each of the aforementioned jet characteristics on surface
pressures for a jet exhausting into a crossflow is carried out.
If adequate data are available for a particular jet character-
istic, the current prediction method with viscous correlation
factors (refs. 14 and 15) can be used to develop a correlation
for that characteristic. It is noted here t:.at the nature of
real jet characteristics often sloes not allow sufficient
separation of effects for correlation factors to be obtained.
For example, nonuniform exit profile jets usually have different
potential core lengths, decay rates, and centerline trajectories
than uniform exit profile jets. In this situation, a
correlation based on a single jet characteristic cannot be
obtained, and the current prediction method is used in
conjunction with available jet data (e.g., jet decay rates,
centerline trajectories) to attempt to model the effects of
nonuniform exit profile.
8
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In addition to the sections on nonuniform exit profile, jet
exit Mach number, turbulence, and swirl, a general section is
included. This section contains information on jet temperature/
density effects and plate boundary-layer effects. .Limited
information is available on these jet characteristics which are
nevertheless of interest for the jet in a crossflow problem.
met Exit Velocity Profile
In most experimental investigations of a jet exhausting from
a flat plate into a crossflow, jets with a uniform initial
veocity profile are considered. This is not the type of initial
profile to be expected in general in full-scale V/STOL aircraft
which employ turbofan and lift-fan engines and vectored thrust
nozzles.. Experimental investigations of the effects of non-
uniform exit velocity profiles on surface pressures are reported
in references 10 through 13. RefeKence 12 irzorporates
cylindrical centerbodies submerged in the jet nozzle to alter
the jet exit dynamic pressure profile (plugged jets), while
reference 11 uses an annular nozzle with a high velocity core, a
dead air core, and a vaned nozzle. The equivalent ideal nozzle
concept of Ziegler and Wooler (ref. 13) is used to reduce data
in both references. This procedure, used for jets with a
nonuniform exit velocity profile, determines an effective jet
dynamic pressure and effective jet diameter corresponding to a
jet with the same thrust and mass flow, but having a uniform
exit velocity profile. The effective diameter and effective jet
dynamic pressure are used to nondimensionalize distances and to
u
	 obtain the desired jet velocity ratio, respectively.
R
	
	
In the following sections, comparisons of surface pressure
distribution data for uniform and nonuniform exit profile jets
are presented. For the plugged jets, comparisons of forces and
moments on the plate are also presented. In addition, attempts
t_
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are made to model the effects of nonuniform exit profile on
surface pressures using the empirical correlation method of
references 14 and 15 in conjunction with jet centerline
trajectory and decay rake data. Comparisons of measured and
predicted surface pressures are presented for a limited number
of jet velocity ratios.
Plugged jets.- Jet centerline trajectories, jet exit dynamic
pressure profiles, jet centerline dynamic pressure decay rates,
surface pressures, and forces and moments are presented in
references 10 and 12 for a rounded tip and flat tip centerbody
positioned at various depths below the jet exit plane (see
sketch). Data are for a jet exit Mach number (based on
or
F'ZOOP
Round plug centerbody Flat plug centerbody
effective velocity) of 0.40 and jet velocity ratios (based on
effective velocity) of 2.2 to 10.0.
Jet-induced lift loss and pitching moments are obtained by
integrating surface pressure distributions over a circular area
on the plate with the jet at the center. The positive sense of
the normal force (and lift) and pitching moment is shown in
figure 1(b). Results for an area on the plate equal to 43 times
the jet effective exit area are presented in figures 2 and 3 for
various cases of centerbody type and position as a function of
1/R. In these figures, the lift loss is nandi.mens.ionalized by
10
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the calculated thrust, and the pitching moment is nondimen-
jsignalized by the product of calculated thrust and jet effective
diameter. The equivalent jet concept works reasor;ably well for
forces and moments for high jet velocity ratios, but does not
collapse the data at low jet velocity ratios. At a constant jet
velocity, the centerbody causes a smaller jet-induced lift loss
and pitching moment as compared to a 3et with no centerbody.
These results, which are obtained for a constant plate area to
jet effective area ratio, do not indicate the effects of jet
exit profile on loads for the same size plate. Figures 4 and 5
present lift loss and pitching moment for a circular area on the
plate which is 43 times the actual jet exit area. Pitching
moment is nondimensionalized by the calculated thrust times the
actual jet exit diameter in these figures. Use of the same
physical area collapses the moment curves very well and does a
better job on the lift force. On this basis, the jet exit
profile effect on moments is small and is still appreciable on
lift force at low jet velocity ratios.
Note that the differences in lift loss for R - 4 and 10
between the "no plug" data from references 4 and 12 are larger
than the differences between the "no plug" and "plug" data of
reference 12. This indicates that the effects on surface
pressures and loads due to jet exit profile may be no greater
than the differences caused by scatter between different sets of
data for uniform exit profile jets. Force data comparisons for
a wider range of jet velocity are needed to verify these
conclusions.
Examination of figures 2 through 5 reveals that the largest
j	 effects on lift loss are for cases in which the jet decay rates
of the plugged jets are most different from those of the
r	 clean (no plug) jets; i.e., the flat plug flush and round plug
flush cases. Jet dynamic pressure decay rates for R = 2.5 and
a
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8.0, shown in figures 6 and 7, respectively, indicate much
faster decay rates for the aforementioned cases than for the
clean jet case. Also, more rapid decay rates result in more
rapid deflection of the jet in the free stream direction as
shown in figures 8 and 9. Due to the multiple effects of the
jet exit profile on other
	 quantities, a correlation based on
this jet characteristic wo.., nave little meaning. Therefore,
the present prediction method, in conjunction with data on jet
decay rates and centerline trajectories, is used to predict
surface pressures for R = 2.5 and 7.8.
In the following sections, jet models for determining
the effects of nonuniform exit profile on surface pressures are
obtained in a systematic fashion. First, uniform exit profile
data for a given R are compared with predicted results obtained
using the correlation method of references 14 and 15. Agree-
ment between the different sets of available data and between
measured and rredicted results should be reasonably good over
the entire plate. Second, the same predicted results (with
original correlation factors) are compared with the no-plug and
plugged jet data from reference 12 to determine the effects of
nonuniform exit profile on surface pressures. In regions on the
plate where these effects are large, the present method will not
accurately predict pressures for the nonuniform profile jets.
In such cases, the present potential flow model for the jet is
modified using available jet centerline trajectory and dynamic
pressure decay data presented in reference 12. New predicted
results obtained using the modified potential flow models are
compared with nonuniform exit profile data for the region ahead
of the jet. In this region of the plate, viscous effects are
believed to be small (0 0 < B < 600 ) based on experimental
observations (ref. 7). Data comparisons in this region are a
true test of the ability of the potential flow model to
accurately predict pressures on the plate in the absence of
12
large viscous effects. If reasonably good agreement is obtained
between measured and predicted results in the region ahead of
the jet, the original correlation factors (refs. 14 and 15) are
used in conjunction with the modified potential flow models to
obtain "corrected" predicted results. Comparisons of these
predicted pressures and measured pressures are made for the
entire plate.
Effects of nonuniform exit profile on surface pressures
may be different for low and high jet velocity ratios, since
blockage effects are dominant at low R values and entrainment
effects are dominant at high R values. Jet models for plugged
jets are presented for a low and a high jet velocity ratio
(R = 2.5 and 7.8).
Uniform velocity profile, low velocity ratio: Comparison of
measured and predicted (with original correlation factors)
surface pressures for R = 2.5 are shown in figure 10 for several
radial positions around the jet. The uniform exit profile data
of reference 12, which are riot included in the correlation
factors, are compared with data from references 1 and 9 in the
same figure. Agreement between the different sets of data and
between measured and predicted results is reasonably good over
most of the plate; however, pressures along S a 1800 indicate
that the jet of reference 12 may exhibit a more rapid decay rate
than the jets of references 1 and 9.
Nonuniform velocity profile, low velocity ratio: Figure 11
presents a comparison of the same predicted results with data
from reference 12 for the "no plug," "round plug down .5D"
(RP1), and "round plug down 1.OD" (RP2) cases. The effects of
jet decay rate on surface pressures for It = 2.5 are reasonably
small ahead of the jet (a < 300 ) and generally increase to the
side of and behind the jet. The surface pressures for the
13
plugged jets generally show a more rapid decay to Cp
 = 0.0 than
the no plug jet. These effects can be explained in part by the
more rapid deflection of the RP1 and RP2 jets in the free-stream
direction due to more rapid decay rates than those of the
":lean" jets. This results in a decrease in the blockage effect
and a lowering of pressures ahead of the jet, as exhibited by
the RP2 data in figure 11.
The pressures behind the plugged jets may be affected by a
weakening of the vortex pair associated with the jet, as
suggested by Kuhlman (ref. 10). This phenomena is discussed
by Taylor (ref. 8) for jets initially inclined to the crossflow.
Reference 8 suggests that the generation of vorticity decreases
as the jet inclination angle (0, see figure 1) increases,
thereby causing a lowering of the vortex-induced entrainment
rate. In fact, trends exhibited by the C, = O o data of
reference 10 are similar to those exhibited by the inclined jet
data of reference 8. For example, for R < 4, an increase in
inclination angle from the normal and a more rapid dynamic
pressure decay rate cause the pressure level along E = O o to
decrease. For R > 4, the pressure level along 6 = O o increases
with an increase in inclination angle and decay rate. The
"free-jet" type entrainment may also be reduced for the RP1 and
RP2 jets, since the centerline velocities decay much faster than
those of the clear. jet. Such effects would give rise to higher
pressures behind the jet, as exhibited by the data of RP1 and
RP2 in figure 11.
Modified potential flow model, low velocity ratio: The
potential flow model developed in reference 14 utilizes jet
centerline decay data from reference 16 to determine jet
spreading rates for jet velocity ratios 4.0, 6.0, and 8.0.
I
	 Spreading rates for other jet velocity ratios are presently
obtained by interpolating or extrapolating these rates. The
14
i
centerline velocity decay data for R - 4, 6, and 8 are shown in
figure 12, where Vm is the maximum centerline velocity and s
is the distance along the jet axis. The dyna:.,ic pressure decay
data presented in referenceo 10 and 12 can be used to obtain jet
centerline velocity decay rates, assuming the locus of maximum
jet dynamic pressures coincides with the locus of maximum
velocities. Since the jet exit temperature is nearly the same
as that of the free stream, this assumption is valid. Jet
centerline velocity decay rates, based on the data shown in
figure 6, are presented in figure 13 for the clean, RP1, and RP2
jets.
Jet centerline trajectory data are used in the potential
flow model to set up the jet blockage and entrainment models.
The centerline data for the three jets being modeled (fig. 8)
are utilized in the following manner. First a smoothed curve is
obtained for the region between the first and last data points.
The centerline s>,ape between the jet exit and the first data
point is obtained for two cases. For jet model A, centerlines
are obtained using Margason ' s equation ( ref. 17) for a range of
jet velocity ratios (1.5 < R < 2.2) and the curve which best
fit the data in the region near each jet is used. Keifer and
Baines ( ref. 16) note that for R < 4, jets enter the free stream
at an angle less than 900 to the plate. Such effects may also
be exhibited by nonuniform exit profile jets, since these jets
show a more rapid deflection in the free-stream direction than
uniform profile jets. For jet model B, a jet centerline which
is slightly inclined to the normal and which passes through the
first data point is used.
Comparisons of measured and predicted (without correlation
factors) results for the region ahead of jet for jets RPl and
RP2 are shown in figures 14 and 15, respectively. Jet models A
and B are described above, and model C utilizes the centerlines
^o
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from B and a slightly smaller expansion rate. Each successive
case represents a reduction in blockage effects which improves
agreement between data and theory, especially in the region near
the jet. These comparisons indicate that the predicted results
are very sensitive to the jet centerline shape/jet expansion
rate combination in the region near the jet. Data on these jet
quantities in the region of the jet are necessary to better
assess the jet model utilized by the present prediction method.
Modified jet model, low velocity ratio: Predicted results
obtained using the original correlation factors from references
14 and 15 are compared with data for jets RP1 and RP2 in figures
16 and 17. It is interesting to note that the predicted results
obtained using jet model B and the correlation factors agree
very well with experiment in the region ahead of the jet. The
correlation factors for the region behind the jet (fi g s. 16(c)
and 17(c)) greatly overcorrect the theoretical results for RP1
and RP2. Reducing entrainment effects in the potential flow
model, obtained by reducing the jet velocity ratio while keeping
all other jet quantities the same, showed improved agreement
between data and theory everywhere except in the region
immediately ahead of the jet.
Experimental data from reference 3 for R = 3.3 exhibit
trends similar to those of the RP1 and RP2 jets when compared to
data from references 1 and 4. The jet in reference 3 has a very
rapid decay rate, resulting in a potential core length of only
.5 jet diameters. This more rapid jet decay for the jet of
reference 3 may explain the disagreement between these data
and data from other sources. The surface pressure data from
reference 2 for R = 2, 4, and 8 decay more rapidly than data for
other uniform profile jets. This suggests that the dynamic
pressure decay rates of the reference 2 data are more rapid than
those present in other experimental investigations.
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Uniform velocity profile, high velocity ratio: Attempts to
model the effects of nonuniform exit profile on surface
pressures were also carried out for R = 8.0. Comparisons of
measured and predicted ( with original correlation factors)
surface pressures for R = 8.0 are shown in figure 18. T'ne
uniform profile jet data from reference 12 agrees reasonably
well with most of the data except along	 Oo and in the region
behind the jet ( fig. 18 ( d)), where there are large differences
between different sets of data.
Nonuniform velocity profile, high velocity ratio: Compari-
sons of predicted results and data from reference 12 for
the no plug and round plug down 0.5D (RPl) cases are shown in
figure 19. The effects due to jet decay rate are largest
directly ahead of and in the region behind the jet. The plugged
jet data shows less blockage ( lower pressures) ahead of the jet
(fig. 19 ( a)) and less entrainment ( higher pressures) behind the
jet (fig. 19(d)), as did the R = 2.5 data ( fig. 11).
Modified potential flow model, high velocity ratio: Jet
centerline velocity decay rates for R = 8, determined from the
dynamic pressure decay rates ( fig. 7), are presented in figure
20 for the no plug and RPl , jets. The clean and RP1 jets appear
to have potential core lengths of 3.5 and less than 1.0 jet
diameters, respectively. The potential core length affects the
modeled jet spreading rate, and therefore may have a large
effect on predicted pressures ahead of and near the jet.
Several jet models were developed to predict the effects of jet
decay rate on surface pressures for R = 7.76. Different models
°	 are obtained by varying one or more of the following parameters:
' 	 potential core length, jet centerline description in region near
°	 jet, the value of ^ in potential core region, and distance along
jet centerline at which jet expansion begins. Based on the
3
a	 results shown in figure 20, two baseline jet models were
17
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developed. One baseline model is a jet with no potential core
and	 - 1.0 at s/D - 0, and the other is a jet with a potential
core length of 2.5 jet diameters and u - .815 in the potential
core region. The latter model assumes the value of '4 decays to
.815 a very short distance downstream of the jet exit. Two
centerline descriptions are also used; one approximates the
centerline as a straight line between the jet exit and the first
data point, and the other uses a faired curve between these two
points. For cases in which the jet has a potential cure, jet
models having a constant radius (r/ro - 1.0) for distances of
0.0, 1.25, and 2.05 jet diameters along the centerline are
developed.
The jet models for which predicted results without correla-
tion factors in the region ahead of the jet agree best with data
are summarized as follows:
s/D at
Potential Jet € Which Jet
Jet Core Description (Potential Expansion
Model Length Near Jet Core Region) Begins
A O.OD Straight 1.0 0.0
line
B 2.5D Faired .815 1.25
curve
C Expansion rate is average of rates from Models A
and B, with expansion beginning at s/D =	 1.0.
The expansion rates for each of these cases are shown in
figure 21. Comparisons of predicted pressures without
correlaton factors and data for the RP1 jet are shown in
figure 22. Results obtained using jet model A agree best with
18
data, although the data along g - 0 0 indicate less of a
blockage effect than is predicted. These results are not
unexpected since the uniform exit profile data of reference 12
show the same trend along 0 . 0 0
 when compared with predicted
results with correlation factors in figure 19(a).
Modified jet model, high velocity ratio: Predicted results
with original correlation factors (refs. 14 and 15) are compared
with RP1 data in figure 23 and show good agreement for 8_:900
between the predicted results from jet models B and C and experi-
ment. Much larger correction factors are needed for t/D<2.5,
ow 00  to improve the predicted results. With the exception of the
8 = 00
 comparisons, the predicted results obtained using jet
model A are overcorrected, as are all of the results for
8 . 1800 . Once again, the reduced entrainment behind the jet
for plugged jets results in the large pressure differences
between clean jets and jets with centerbodies. Reducing
entrainment for jet model A improved agreement between theory
and experiment in the region behind the jet, as it did for the
R . 2.5 plugged jet data.
Summary, plugged jets: Based on the analysis of data from
references 10 through 12, it appears that jet exit profile and
jet 7enterline velocity decay rates are important parameters for
a	 determining jet-induced surface pressure distributions on
surfaces adjacent to the jet. These jet parameters were found
to affect jet centerline A.ajectory, potential core length,
spreading rate and entrainment. Use of the equivalent ideal jet
concept to correlate surface pressures was not successful in the
regions to the side and behind the jet, nor was it successful in
correlating loads on the plate. However, comparisons of
measured and predicted results for R - 2.2 and 8.0 (refs. 10 and
12) indicate that the potential flow model developed in
references 14 and 15 can be used to determine jet exit profile
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effect: rn plate surface pressures in the region ahead of the
jet, provided detailed data on jet centerline trajectories,
expansion rates, and centerline decay rates are available.
Correlation factors developed in references 14 and 15 tended to
overcorrect the predicted results in the region to the side and
behind the jet for the nonuniform exit profile jets; therefore,
new correlation factors, possibly based on jet centerline decay
rate, would have to be developed for these jets.
Annular jets.- References 11 and 13 present pressure
distribution data for jets with uniform exit, annular (zero cote
flow) exit, and high-velocity-core profiles (see sketch). These
**	 1 qjII
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jets are intended to be representative of jets from nozzles
found on full-scale V/STOL vehicles; namely, lift-jet, lift-fan,
and high by-pass ratio turbofan nozzles, respectively. The
equivalent ideal nozzle concept of Ziegler and Wooler (ref. 13)
is used to obtain jet velocity ratios and to nondimensionalize
distances. Jet trajectory data are presented only for R - 8,
and static entrainment data is also presented. Jet decay rate
data is not presented; therefore, jet models for the jets with
nonuniform exit profiles cannot be modeled in the same manner as
was done for the data of references 10 and 12. Instead,
emmnarisnnn of surface nressnre distributinn data are presented
I	 I
for the different exit profiles and observations on the effects
of jet exit profile, based on these data, are made.
Figuras 18 and 24 show comparisons of surface pressure
distribution data from reference 11 with data from other sources
for uniform exit profile jets and with predicted results with
correlation factors for R . 8.0 and 2.2, respectively. For R .
2.2 (fig. 24), the uniform exit profile data from reference 11
agrees well with data from reference 4 and with the rredicted
results. For R - 8 (fig. 18), agreement between data from
reference 11 and that from other references is generally good
except in the region ahead of the jet, where the pressure
coefficients from referonces 6 and 11 decay less rapidly
than that from other references. The cause of this difference
could not be determined from available data; however, both sets
of data (refs. 6 and 11) were obtained in the same wind tunnel
using the same experimental apparatus (circular plate) and
therefore would be expected to exhibit similar, and possibly
identical, trends. It is noted that at some positions on the
plate, differences between the data from references 6 and 11 are
greater than differences between data obtained in different wind
tunnel facilities. Such differences represent limits of
accuracy in measuring jet-induced pressures on the plate.
Examination of figure 24 indicate that the largest
effects of jet exit profile are for the regions ahead of and
behind the jet. In the region ahead of the jet, the high-
velocity-core (HVC) profile jet data resembles that of the
annular exit profile (AEP) jet. Both jets exhibit lower
pressure levels than the uniform exit profile (UEP) jet in the
same fashion as was shown by the plugged jet data of reference
12. This would se^m to indicate that the jet centerline decay 10
rates for these jets (HVC and AEP) are more rapid than that for
the UEP jet. It is unlixely that the HVC jet centerline decay
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rate is more rapid than that of the UEP jet, since the dynamic
pressure at the HVC jet exit is several times larger than that
of the UEP jet. It appears that the core region of the HVC jet,
which has an exit area equal to only 16-percent of the total jet
exit area, does not influence the blockage effects on surface
pressures ahead of the jet, resulting in jet effects which are
similar to those for an annular exit profile jet with the same
het velocity ratio. In the region behind the jet (figs. 24(c)
and (d)), the HVC jet exhibits lower pressures and the AEP jet
exhibits higher pressures than those of the uniform j,rofile jet.
The AEP jet effects are again similar to those of the plugged
jets from reference 12. The lower pressures produced by the HVC
jet may be due to increased entrainment resulting from a
s6:onger vortex pair, since this jet probably penetrates the
free-stream more than ei'her the AEP or UEP jets (jet centerline
data are not available for R - 2.2 to determine if this is
true). Also, the stronger core region of the HVC jet may
increase free-jet type entrainment.
Jet-induced effects on surface pressures due to the AEP and
HVC jets for R s 8, shown in figure 25, are similar to those
exhibited by the data for R - 2.2. The largest effects appear
in the region near the jet, as would be expected. In the region
ahead of the jet, the pressures for the HVC jet are more like
those exhibited by a jet at a lower jet velocity ratio; that, is,
an effective jet velocity raL.o based on the exit dynamic
pressure of the annular region. In the region aft of (figs.
25(c) and (d)) and near the jet, the AEP jet again exhibits
higher pressures and the HVC jet exhibits lower pressures than
the UEP data. Jet centerline data presented in figure 26 show
that the HVC jet penetrates the free stream more than the UEP
and AEP jets. As previously discussed in the section on the
plugged jet data from reference 12, decreased penetration of a
jet into the free stream may result in a weakening of the vortex
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pair associated with the jet. This reduces entrainment effects
behind the jet thereby increasing pressures in this region.
It follows that stronger penetration into the free stream
results in stronger vortices and an increase in the entrainment
due to these vertices. This results in decreased pressures
behind the jet, a; exhibited by the HVC data in figure 25.
Analysis of the annular jet data from references 11 and 13
indicate that nonuniform exit profiles affect surface pressures
and jet centerline trajectories. Effects on pressures are
largest in the regions directly ahead of (S = 00 ) and behind
(6 : 1800 ) the jet, as was the case for the plugged jet data.
0ffects on overall plate leads could not be obtained for the
annular jets due to a lack of data in the region close to the
jet (r/D < 1.25), where effects due to jet exit profile are
usually the largest.
Jet Exit Mach Number
Surface pressure distribution data, as summarized in
Appendix A, is available for a wide range of jet exit/free-
stream Mach number combinations. Full-scale V/STOL
configurations are also expected to exhibit a wide range of
these parameters. Experimental studies of the effects of jet
exit and free-stream Mach number on surface pressures are
carried out in references 1, 4, 5, and 6. These studies also
represent jet Reynolds number effects studies, since jet exit and
free-stream Mach numbers were varied for constant jet velocity
ratio R. Analysis of these data to determine if a correlation
based on jet Mach number is possible or warranted, follows.
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MeaFured surface pressures.- Figures 27 through 31 present
plots of experimental pressure coefficient vs. r/D for constant
e for a range of jet velocity ratios. These figures include
data from the jet Mach number studies of references 1, 4, 5,
and 6 and other experimental studies in references 2, 7, 9,
and 12. These data indicate the effects of jet Mach number
(M j ) and the trends of the effects exhibited by the
different sets of data are often not consistent with one
another. For example, data for V j /V. - 2.5 from reference 1
(fig. 27) show the highest C  values for M j = .4!^ and lower
C  values for M j = .18 and .88. These trends are inconsistent
with those exhibited by the V•/v = 3.0 data from reference 5
(fig. 28), which show an increase in C  with increasing Mj
for 0 0 < E < 120 0 and a decrease in Cp with increasing MA for
= 180 0 . Similar trends are exhibited by the data of r
reference 5 for V j /VG, = 2 and 4. Data for V j /V,, = 6 from
reference 4 (fig. 29) show the lowest C  values for M j = .74
and higher C  values for M j = .46 and .94. The reference 6
data exhibit trends which are different from those of both
references 1 and 5. It should be noted that while the observed
trends are often inconsistent, differences in C  due to M j are
often of the same order as differences between different sets of
data at the same jet Mach number. Figure 18 illustrates such
differences at R = 8 for data from several sources.
The present prediction method is used to model the effects
of jet Mach number on surface pressures in the following manner.
It has been shown in experimental investigations on jets
without cross-f low that potential core length increases with
Reynolds number (ref. 18) and with jet exit Mach number
(ref. 19). Assuming similar behavior for jets in a crossflow,
the effects of jet exit Mach number are modeled by varying the
length of the potential core. Predicted results are obtained
for jet velocity ratio 2.0 with potential core lengths 1.0, 2.0,
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and 3.0, and for jet velocity ratio 6.0 with core lengths 2.0,
3.0, and 4.0. Varying the potential core length affects only
the modeled jet expansion rate, and since this rate did not
change appreciably, varying the potential core length had very
little effect on surface pressures. These comparisons are not
shown since the differences are barely discernable on a graph.
It is noted, however, that a change in potential core in a real
jet will affect penetration of the jet into the crossflow,
thereby affecting jet blockage, expansion and trajectory. Such
changes are not modeled in the above potential core length study
because of an absence of data.
At low jet velocity ratios, where blockage effects dominate
entrainment effects in the region ahead of the jet, increasing
potential core length (for constant R) will decrease the
deflection of the jet as it enters the crossflow. This action
results in increased blockage effects, thereby increasing C 
ahead of the jet. The data of reference 5 for jet velocity
ratios 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0 (figs. 30, 28, and 31, respectively)
exhibit such effects. At high jet velocity ratios, where
entrainment effects dominate blockage effects ahead of the jet,
jet entrainment may be a function of M j ; however, data are not
available to determine if such a relationship exists. Data
showing the effects of jet Mach numbers on jet centerline
trajectory, expansion and entrainment are required to more
accurately predict the effects of M j on surface pressures.
Measured and predicted surface pressures.- Based on
differing trends exhibited by the aforementioned data, it is not
evident that a correlation based on jet exit Mach number is
possible. The following approach should determine the
practicality of such a correlation. Using the current predic-
tion method without viscous correlation factors, comparisons
of predicted and measured surface pressures are made for the
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region cf the plate ahead of the jet. If predicted results are
found to consistently agree beet with data for a particular jet
Mach number, a set of correlation factorb can be obtained for
that jet exit Mach number. Data for other jet exit Mach numbers
can then be used in conjunction with predicted results (obtained
using these correlation factors) to obtain a correlation for jet
exit Mach number.
Figures 32 through 36 show comparisons of measured and
predicted surface pressures for nominal jet velocity ratios 2.0,
3.0, 3.33, 4.0, and 6.0 for the region ahead of the jet. While
there is generall y good agreement between thecry and data, there
is no jet exit Mach number for which predicted results con-
sistently agree best with experime:;t.
Forces and moments.- Analysis of available data indicates
that a correlation based on jet exit Mach number effects on
surface pressures cannot be modeled due to a lack of jet
characteristics data. An effective means of determining the
overall effects of jet exit Mach number is to compare the total
loads on a finite plate in the same manner as was done for the
jet exit pr-)file study. Normal-force and pitching-moment coef-
ficients obtained using data from references 4, 5, and 9 are
presented in figure 37. Results are not presented for
references 1 and 6 due to a lack of data in the region near the
jet, where differences in C  due to jet Mach number are the
largest. Results from references 4 and 5 indicate that normal
force is more sensitive to jet exit Mach number than pitching
moment. This indicates that the change in pressure level due to
jet Mach number is nearly constant around the plate.
The results from references 4 and 5 show a decrease in
normal-force coefficient with increasing Mach number except for
1	 the M j
 = .46 data from reference 4. This same result was
p
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also shown by the surface pressure data comparisons in figures
29 and 36. The decrease in normal force at R . 10.0 for M j . .94
(ref. 4) is also inconsistent with respect to the other data,
thereby resulting in apparently large jet exit Mach number
effects on normal force for this jet velocity ratio. In the
parts of figure 37, the M j s .74 results of reference 4 agree
best with the high jet Mach number results (.63 < M j < 1.0)
of reference 5, and the M j s .94 results of reference 4 agree
best with the M j a .95 results of reference 9. In general,
the effect of jet exit Mach number on normal force is usually no
greater than the differences caused by scatter between different
sets of data. Based on these results, a correlation for jet
exit Mach number does not appear to be warranted. In fact, a
correlation based on jet velocity ratio R and developed using
all of the available data would probably be more accurate than a
correlation based on jet exit Mach number.
Swirl
Swirling the jet exhaust of turbofan and turbojet engines as
a means of reducing jet noise has been investigated for the past
several years. Swirling exhaust flows may induce loadings on
V/STOL aircraft that are different from those induced by flows
without swirl. Data showing the effects of swirl on surface
j	 pressure distribution for jets in a crossflow are not available.
Most of the swirling jet studies are for jets exhausting into
queiscent air and the data are acoustical in nature; however,
jet quantities such as jet spreading rates and dynamic pressure
decay rates have also been obtained in some of the studies.
Data of this nature can be used to infer effects of swirl on
su-face pressures, assuming that effects on jet quantities due
to swirl for jets exhausting into a crossflow are similar to
those for jets exhausting into queiscent air. A summary of
swirled jet results from several references and comments on the
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effects of swirl for a jet in a crossflow, based on these
results, follow.
Schwartz (refs. 20-22) has done a considerable amount of
acoustical research on swirling-jet flows in turbofan and turbo-
jet engines. Of particular interest are results indicating that
swirl in a hot jet exhaust without crossflow increases the rates
of turbulent mixing, thereby increasing spreading rates and
entrainment of flow into the het. It was also found that the
axial velocity component of the flow in a swirling jet decays at
a greater rate than that in a nonswirled jet. In addition, data
show that the effect of swirlinq flow on the turbulent modes of
the jet structure increases as density and temperature gradients
increase. These latter results indicate that swirling is more
effective in high thrust engines whose exhausts exhibit larger
density and temperature gradients than those of low thrust
engines. In the aforementioned tests, swirl is introduced into
the flow by solid-body rotation in the engine exhaust nozzle.
An experimental study of the effects of swirl and initial
velocity profile on jet quantities for a jet exhausting from a
pipe are presented in reference 23. A number of different
methods for producing swirl in the jet are investigated. In
addition, a swirling jet with an exit velocity profile with a
minimum at the center of the jet is investigated. Results
indicate that introducing swirl in a jet usually increases the
jet expansion rate and the jet centerline velocity decay rate.
One method of producing swirl does result in a reduction in both
of these rates. The jets with the greatest amounts of swirl
have the greatest levels of turbulence intensity and produce the
largest effects on jet spreading and centerline decay rates.
More importantly, it was found that foi a jet with swirl, a
radial gradient of axial velocity that is positive outwards from
the jet axis can result in a reduction of jet expansion and
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centerline velocity decay rates as compared with an axial
velocity gradient which is negative outwards. For a jet without
swirl, the positive outwards gradient produces an increase in
jet expansion and causes the centerline velocity to decay more
rapidly.
From the effects of swirl on jet quantities for jets
exhausting into queiscent air, the following effects due to
swirl may be inferred for the jet in a crossflow:
more rapid deflection of the jet in the free-stream
direction due to shortening of the potential core.
- decrease in blockage effects (lower surface pressures)
ahead of the jet due to more rapid deflection of jet
in free-stream direction.
- increase in blockage effects (higher surface pressures)
ahead of the jet due to an increase in jet expansion.
- increase in entrainment effects (lower surface pressures)
in the region behind the jet due to an increase in
"free-jet" type entrainment.
In addition, it can be inferred that a swirled jet with a
velocity deficit in the center at the exit will probably
penetrate the crossflow more than one with a uniform exit
velocity profile, due to more rapid centerline velocity decay
rates for the latter jet. This would result in an increase in
blockage effects, or higher surface pressures, ahead of the
jet.
The combination of all the above effects for a jet with
swirl may substantially change any given effect. For instance,
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the increase in blockage effects
increase in jet expansion may be
centerline changes and increased
exhaust would probably have an e
attached vortices, although data
available.
Based on the available data showing the effects of swirl on
jet characteristics for jets without crossflow, it appears that
swirl may be an important parameter for determining jet-induced
surface pressures for a jet in a crossflow. Results have shown
that the manner in which swirl is introduced into the jet and
the temperature and density gradients in the jet affect
turbulence levels in the jet, which in turn affect jet spreading
and entrainment. It is recommended that experimental studies
for jets in a crossflow attempt to duplicate as nearly as
possible the anticipated full-scale jet exhaust swirl character-
istics to insure proper modeling of the jet interference
effects.
Turbulence
Turbulence intensity data for jets in a crossflow are
presented in references 16 and 24. Figure 38 from reference 24
shows the axial distribution of turbulence intensity along the
jet centerline and in the front and back mixing regions for a
wide range of jet velocity ratios. In this figure, the quantity
E is defined as the distance along the jet axis multiplied by
the ratio of the free-jet potential core length (R = -) to the
potential core length for the given velocity ratio. The turbu-
lence intensity inside the jet increases by a factor (1 + i/R)
f
	
	 as compared to the turbulent intensity of the same jet
without a crossflow. Data in reference 16 exhibits similar
trends; that is, turbulence intensity increases a: jet velocity
ahead of the jet due to an
offset by the effects due to
entrainment. Swirling the
ffect on the development of the
showing such effects are not
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ratio decreases. In both references, the potential core lengt
decreases as the jet velocity ratio decreases.
Data could not be found showing the effect of turbulence
intensity on jet characteristics or surface pressures for jets
in a crossflow. Turbulence level information is not provided
by any of the references containing surface pressure data
(refs. 1-13).
Effects on jet characteristics due to turbulence level can
be inferred from somae of the data previously discussed in this
report; specifically, data showing effects of jet dynamic
pressure decay rates and swirl. While turbulence is not the
main parameter of interest in these experimental studies, the
effects due to decay rate and swirl are very likely similar to
those due to turbulence.
For a given jet velocity ratio, the data of reference 23
show that introduction of swirl in a jet will result in a
shortening of the potential core length and an increase in the
jet centerline velocity decay rate. Jet spreading rate also
increases. Jets with the greatest amount of turbulence
intensity have the most effect on these jet characteristics.
Data from references 10 and 12 indicate that jet dynamic
i
I
	 pressure decay rate has a substantial effect on the jet-induced
loading on an adjacent surface. An increase in turbulence
intensity, which results in a more rapid jet decay rate, should
produce effects similar to those shown in references 10 and 12
and discussed in this report. It is difficult to assess the
fig	 level of effects of turbulence intensity on jet-induced loading,
however, since the amount of change in turbulence level required
`	 to produce a reasonably large change in jet decay rate, and
Y
	 consequently in other jet quantities, is not known. Jets from
Y	
reference 23 which produce the greatest decay rate and spreading
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rate changes have a turbulence intensity at the centerline of 6
percent at the exit and 16 percent at a station 5 jet diameters
from the jet exit. The nonswirled jet has turbulence
intensities of 1 percent and 7 percent, respectively. Similar
differences in turbulence intensity may be required to produce
large changes in jet decay rate for the jet in a crossflow.
Separation of turbuleri,e Jcvel from other parameters
influencing jet-induced surface pressures and loadings may not
be possible for engines utilized by full scale V/STOL
configurations. That is, changes in turbulence level may occur
as a result of other jet parameter changes. The data from
reference 23 exemplify this point, since introduction of swirl
into the jet increased the turbulence level. In this ca;,e, the
increased turbulence due to swirl was one of the mechanisms for
producing changes in the jet spreading and decay rates. The
same situation may be true for engines which utilize solid
centerbodies. Data from reference 12 showed that the presence
of a centerbody in a jet causes a more rapid jet decay rate than
that experienced by a jet without a plug. The increase in jet
decay rate is probably due in part to an increase in turbulence
level brought on by the interaction of the jet flow and the
centerbody. Variation of turbulence level with jet decay rate
(jet centerbody position) would help to verify this.
Temperature and Density
Experimental investigations of jet-induced surface pressures
for a jet in a crossflow (refs. 1-13) attempt to obtain jets
whose temperature is nearly equal to that of the free stream.
Jet exhaust from full scale V/STOL configurations may not have
the same temperature, and therefore density, as the free
stream. A limited amount of data showing the effects of jet
to free-stream density and temperature ratios on jet center-
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line trajectories is presented in references 25 through 27.
Reference 25 utilized different gases to model effects of jet
density, while references 26 and 27 varied jet exit temperature,
thereby obtaining changes in jet density.
Reference 25 used Freon-22 ( p j / pm - 3.7), :seated air
(p j /p., - 1.05), argon (p j/p. - 1.4) and helium (P j /P. - .13)
as the working substances of the jet. Jet centerline data for
q j /q. - 125 indicate that the helium jet penetrated the free
stream the least and the Freon jet penetrated the mast. Data
presented for three different positions downstream of the jet
(x j /D - 2.5, 5 and 10), differences in penetration (z j ) were
of the order of 1.5 jet exit diameters. Differences between
the centerlines obtained using heated air and argon jets, whose
densities are very nearly the same, were very small.
Reference 26 utilized jets with jet exit temperature ratios
(T j /T.) of 1.0 and 2.0 (p j /p. not reported) and reference 27
utilized heated jets with jet exit temperature differences
(T j -T ,) of 750F (Pj/P„ - .877) and 3200 (P j /P„ - .622). The
free-stream temperature was not reported in either reference.
Centerline data obtained for q j /q. - 15.3 and 59.6 (ref. 27)
shows very little effect due to jet to free-stream density and
temperature ratios. Data from reference 26 for q j /qm - 64
shows less penetration into the free stream for the hot jet;
however, data is very limited and direct comparisons of
centerlines is possible at only one position along the
centerline.
The above data indicate that for a given jet dynamic
pressure ratio, differences in centerline position due to
moderate jet to free-stream density ratios (.5 < Pj/P„ < 1.5)
are of the same order as differences in centerline positions
from different experimental investigations. Centerlines
4
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obtained using jets with the same temperature as that of the
free stream should be considered accurate for full scale
configurations, within the accuracy of the flat plate
approximation.
Boundary Layer
An effect to whi::h little attention has been paid is that
of the plate boundary layer thickness. Surface pressure
distributions from reference 2 for R - 8 showing effects due
to plate boundary layer thickness are shown in figure 39. The
largest effects are for the region closest to, and to the side
and behind the jet. Variation of boundary layer thickness,
which is shown to cause substantial differences in surface
pressures in the region near the jet, could explain differences
in pressures between different sets of data (see fig. 18, for
example). Further parametric studies of boundary layer thickness
effects must be carried out before such conclusions can be
drawn.
CONCLUSIONS
A systematic evaluation of available data to assess the
importance of real jet effects on jet-induced loadings on
adjacent surfaces for a jet in a crossflow has been made. Four
major "real jet" characteristics were investigated: jet exit
velocity profile, jet exit and free-stream Mach number combina-
tion, swirl and turbulence. In addition, information on jet
density/temperature effects and surface boundary layer effects
is also presented.
A nonuniform jet exit velocity profile was found in many
cases to have a pronounced effect on jet-induced lift and moments
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as compared to that of uniform exit profile jets. Attempts to
correlate surface pressure and force and moment data using the
equivalent idealized jet concept (ref. 13) were unsuccessful.
Attempts to model jet exit velocity profile effects were
made using the prediction method of references 14 and 15 in
conjunction with available jet centerline trajectory and
centerline dynamic pressure decay data. Comparisons of measured
and predicted (without correlation factors) plate pressures in
the region ahead of the jet for two jet velocity ratios were
generally good. Additional information on jet spreading and
entrainment and more detailed centerline data in the region near
the jet are needed to improve the potential flow model. The
correlation factors presently used by the prediction method were
generally found to overcorrect results obtained using the
potential flow model. It appears that different correlation
factors, possibly based on jet centerline decay rate, would have
to be obtained for jets with nonuniform velocity profile.
Correlation factors based on jet exit Mach number could not
be developed due to inconsistencies in trends exhibited by the
available data. In general, the effects of jet exit Mach number
on jet-induced loads were found to be of the same order as
differences caused by scatter between different sets of data.
It does not appear that Mach number (at least for subsonic
jets) is an important parameter.
r	Data from acoustical studies on swirl in jets exhausting
'	 into queiscent air were used to infer effects on surface pressure
°
	
	 distributions. The available data indicate that swirl enhances
turbulent mixing, increases jet expansion and entrainment, and
causes a more rapid decay of jet centerline velocities. Also,
the manner in which swirl is introduced into the jet was found
to vary the effect on the aforementioned jet quantities. Since
these changes in jet characteristics individually both increase
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and decrease surface pressures and loads, it is not possible to
infer the net effect of introducing swirl.
Turbulence level data were not obtained in ary of the
references containing surface pressure data (refs. 1-13).
Available data from other studies show an increase in turbulence
level with decreasing jet velocity ratio. General trends
exhibited by data from the jet decay rate and swirl studies were
used to infer effects due to turbulence level, since an increase
in turbulent mixing (increased turbulence level) affects jet
decay rate, as well as other jet characteristics. However, data
showing the amount of change in turbulence level necessary to
effect appreciable changes in jet decay rate and other jet
characteristics for jets in a crossflow are presently not
available.
A limited amount of jet centerline data showing jet density/
temperature effects indicated little effect for moderate jet
exit to free-stream density ratios (.5 < ^, j /C a < 1.5). Plate
boundary layer thickness was found to affect surface pressure,
especially in the region near the jet. Such effects could
explain differences in surface pressures between different sets
of data obtained for the same jet velocity ratio.
RECOMMENDATIONS
A reasonable amount of surface pressure data are available
for jets exhausting from a flat plate into a crossflow. For
the most part, the objective of these tests was to obtain a
data base of "clean" jet flows to permit development of mathe-
matical models and predictive methods. From the standpoint of
full scale V/STOL applications, the data base is deficient in
two respects. First, the flow conditions for each experiment
F
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were not suffica.ently well documented, probably because the
importance of some parameters was not recognized. Second,
there is not enough systematic investigation of the "real jet"
characteristics that are present and important in full scale
applications. It seems sensible to do additional work both in
small and large scale, and the recommendations .°.ollow this
approach.
The small scale work ought to continue to serve the purpose
of aiding modelers i.,i developing predictive methods, For flat
plates, there is probably sufficient data for single "clean"
jets for a range of initial inclination angles. The primary
need is for additional systematic investigation of "real jet"
effects. From this study, the variables that appear most
important to consider are nonuniform exit velocity profile,
swirl, and turbulence. The state for single jets issuing from
bodies is much less developed. The need here is for ;single
"clean" jets on long cylinders, with jet-to-body diameter ratio
as an Ldditional parameter, and single "real" jets, again using
exit profile, swirl, and turbulence as the most important
parameters. F	 if there is an indicated need from the
full scale conk-: i- , .. pork, multiple jets with jet-jet i..Leraction
could be exa;nined.
Because of the purpose of the small scale work, it is
viral that any experiments be well planned and executed. The
jet needs to be designed to produce the proper range of charac-
teristics in a controllable fashion. The flow needs to be
completely documented in terms of jet exit mean velocity
profile, decay of centerline velocity, centerline location,
entrainment, swirl, and turbulence level. The surface should
have sufficient pressure taps to define the variations, partic-
ularly near the jet, and ideally should be laid out in rays
and arcs of taps rather than a Cartesian system. Documentation
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needs to be complete, with tabulated data, so modelers can most
easily make use of the data.
The opportunity for large scale data is present in the
tests of real, near-full-size configurations that are done
primarily to obtain overall force and moment characteristics.
Ber-ause of the :,ize, complexity, and cost of these tests, it
clearly is not practical to fully document the jet wake and
surface pressures as in small scale tests. However, there is
some minimum amount of data that ought to be considered for
every large scale test. This would include some surface
pressures in the region of the jet. The upstream ray (.;= 0°)
is useful because of small viscous effects, and the downstream
ray (B =180°) because of maximum effects. Perhaps two othe. ,: rays
at S= 60° and 120° would be useful. Fewer rays with small radial
increments are preferred to more rays with larger radial incre-
ments. As a minimum, the jet exit mean velocity pi, file and
turbulence level should be measured, including both axial and
swirl components. At the very least, these data would serve
to document the important characteristics of real full-scale jets.
Other data sources could include another fixed rake in the
jet wake perhaps 2 jet diameters from the exit, smoke to visual-
ize the wake boundary, a thermal image for a hot wake to locate
the wake boundary, cr laser velocimeter measurements. As a
matter of priority in the latter, a description of the velocities
in the vertical plane of symmetry of the jet (if there is one)
would serve to obtain centerline locations and velocity decay,
which are important in modeling,.
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APP	 ?IX A
: !SUMMARY Or 6UP'ACR PRISSURZ DISTRIDUTION DATA
The appendix contains a su=nary of information an surface
pressure distribution data for jets exhausting from a flat plate
into a subsonic free stream. 	 The information is listed in
Table A-I for the Jet velocity ratio range 1.0 < R < 12.0. 	 The
jet velocity ratio is followed in the table by the reference
number (from reference list in text) # the definit ; -n of R used
in that reference, and pertinent experimental parameters. 	 These
x
parameters are free-stream and jet-exit Mach numbers (M	 and Nit
} respectively), free-stream Reynolds numbers based on Jet-exit
r diameter and run length, (Rep and Re f , respectively), the jet-
exit diameter and run length (D and t, respectively)# and the
length and width of the plate (L and We respectively).	 Also
included is a column which indicates any additional information
on Jet characteristics available for the given reference. The(
t symbols used in the last column are defined in Table A-11.
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TABLE A-11. - DEFINITION OF SYMBOLS U$ZD
IN TABLE A-I
Jet Characteristics for Which
symbol	 Infprmation is Available
CDR
	
	 Centerline Decay Rate (velocity,
dynamic pressure or total
pressure)
CT
	
	 Centerline Trajectory (based
on maximum velocity or dynamic
pressure)
EVP	 Exit Velocity Profile
M
PC	 Potential Core Length (static
or dynamic)
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